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ABSTRACT

The thermopower (S) measurement is proposed as an acceptable method after a suitable calibration for the study of compositional and structural (phase related) factors, to determine a level of heat treating or even the level of internal stress state in engineering alloys. We are focusing on to determine the influence of various Ni content in FeNi alloy system both in amorphous and in crystalline state. We also define the influence of mechanical and surface stress from the point of view of thermopower. The results of thermoelectric power measurements reported in this paper do confirm the applicability of S (T) measurements in the determination of compositional effects and mapping the stress state in different type of engineering alloys.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The localization of defects—which frequently appear as microscopic crack formation— in work pieces has great practical interest [1].

In the present paper a complex study is proposed, where thermopower and static coercive force testing, as well as micro hardness measurements were performed, and the results are compared. On this basis the very early state of damage evolution can be recognized.

Among the mentioned measuring methods, the thermopower (TEP) characterization seems to be especially promising. The description of these measurements can be found in more detail in Ref. [2,3].

Despite of the cited results, and also the technical simplicity of this measurement, it is not popular among the non-destructive material testing methods.

The probable reason of this is the complicate interaction between the factors like chemical composition, phase relations, internal stress level and surface deformation, which are individually contribute to the development of the actual magnitude of the thermopower being experimentally measured. In the previous reports it was found, that the absolute value and the sign of S are influenced mainly by the chemical compositions and the phase relations in the sample. The influence of ageing is also reported in Ref [2].

2. EXPERIMENTAL

In our experiments Fe based Fe-Ni alloys (crystalline and amorphous phase) were applied to reveal the connection between the evaluation of thermopower and the alloy composition and the phase relations as well. For this purpose, the TEP are determined versus the Ni content both in the crystalline and also in the glassy state. The glassy state has inherently single phase nature, so we can separate the contribution arising from the coexistence of several phases. As the glass is a single phase matter, the compositional change (varying Ni content) does reflect solely the contribution arising from the electron density in the evolution of TEP. The crystalline Fe-Ni alloys are especially suitable for the outlined concept. As a variety of phase relations can be produced by heat treatments. The additional motivation that plenty of references exist concerning to the phase transformations in the above mentioned alloys.

Commercial C45 steels as well as amorphous Fe-B alloys were also used for TEP measurements under mechanical stress. The details of thermopower, static coercivity, surface roughness, as well as microhardness measurements are reported in Refs. [5-7].

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

It was reported previously, that S(ΔT) can supply information from the electronic structure of the investigated metals and alloys. In addition S(ΔT) is also related with the characteristic feature of the M-Cu phase diagram (Cu is the applied electrode material during the measurement). It is expected therefore, that S(ΔT), is also sensitive to the existence of allotropes either in the investigated M metal or in the alloy, which can exhibit phase transitions either with or without compositional change.

![Fig. 1 TEP of Fe and Ni metals](image-url)}

The detailed explanation of Fig 1. can be found in Ref. [6]. To understand, why does the TEP curve have the
above visible shape, the Cu-M phase diagram gives the answer:

It was found, that the slope of the S(T) curve is negative, when $\Delta G_{\text{M-Cu}} \approx 0$, i.e. the heat of mixing is nearly zero (but negative). This is the case of the formation of continuous series of solid solutions between two elements. In these interactions the heat of alloy formation is negligible; consequently, the contribution of entropy becomes significant in the total free energy change at mixing. These types of phase diagrams often exhibit ordering or the formation of intermetallic compound-like phases at low temperatures.

Opposite to the previously outlined cases, another types of slopes are positive. This type of behaviour can be observed, when the mutual solubility between Cu and M is limited at low temperatures (in phases, stable at low temperatures) but increasing with rising temperature. The heat of mixing is substantial and negative in such interactions ($\Delta G_{\text{M-Cu}} < 0$) (Cd, Fe, Ti). The appropriate phase diagrams are usually eutectic, with intermetallic compounds.

Because of the well-known phase relation, in the following examinations an Fe-Ni alloy system (both in crystalline and in amorphous state) was investigated to reveal the connection between the Ni content and the evaluation of thermopower.

![Fig 2](image-url) The evaluation of thermopower in the case of crystalline and amorphous state alloys at 2C temp difference

It was found, that the S composition curve exhibits a minimum at around the formation of FeNi$_3$ compound phase. It is interesting to note, that the shape of the curve resembles to the character of heat of mixing curve in the same system. It is also remarkable, that the concentration dependence of electrical resistance also exhibit maximum at around these concentration range [8]. This behaviour is also typical for solid solutions.

The first remarkable trend in the S(T) curves is the pronounced slope in the diluted concentration regime on Fe-Ni crystalline curve. Close to the pure Fe region, three points-including the pure Fe- lies in the ferrite range (bcc solid solution), in which the $S$ drops rapidly with the concentration (solid solution). At the opposite (Ni) side the slope of S(T) curve is less steep and -opposite to the Fe-side-starts from negative value (pure Ni). So in the diluted region the alloying effect is not symmetric: it means, that alloying effect in the fcc or in bcc solid solution is not equally strong even in the case of the identical alloying partners.

It is also important to understand the difference between the thermopower of amorphous and crystalline phase at nearly the same composition.

The value of S is composed by the density of occupied electron state at the Fermi level and also depends on the Fermi energy, which has a crystal structure dependence. In the single phase region the electron density (which is mostly determined by the concentration of solute element) has a dominant role.

In the case of crystalline state, the fcc-bcc transformation causes a shift in the number of electrons beyond the valence band. Heating the lattice up, different number of electron is able to step into the valence band in case of fcc and bcc lattice, which also will be manifested in the evaluation of thermopower.

In contrast to crystalline state, amorphous alloys have a different electron state density. The spikes in the electron state densities are disappeared, and with increasing Ni content there is no significant jump in the electron state densities around the Fermi level, because of the absence of phase transitions.

3.1. Influence of internal and external stresses

It is well known, that the hardness of Fe and the low-alloyed carbon steels (Fe-C alloys mainly with pearlitic structure) increases either by cold working (work hardening) or via rapid quenching (quench-hardening). Although, both types of hardening are bulk effects, their mechanisms are different. The origin of work hardening is essentially a dislocation pile up mechanism. In contrast, the quench hardening is inducted by phase transformations (martensite phase formation) where the generated internal stress is responsible for the hardness increase.

![Fig 3](image-url) Influence of heat treatment on the evaluation of thermopower in C45 steel [5]

The thermopower shift demonstrates clearly the simultaneous contribution of phase transformation and the stress level increase in the quench hardening process (see Fig. 3).
3.2. The relation between the hardness and thermopower changes due to the surface stress accumulation

In order to separate the factors arising from the phase transformations and stress accumulation, surface sliding were performed on the same, normalized C45 steel samples.

Both the thermopower measurements and microhardness tests were carried out along the wear track. The degree of wear was gradually increased and quantified by the scratch number (50-small; 150-medium; 1000-large wear track).

As the wear track increases, the $S(\Delta T)$ shift also in negative direction (Fig. 5), but unlike the trends, which is visible in Fig. 3, where only phase transformations were performed, on Fig. 5 the change of the slope for the individual curves is the pronounced effect. Strong divergence is typical in this case.

Here the dislocation pile up is the dominant mechanism being responsible for the $S(\Delta T)$ change in this case. This fact is supported by the microhardness measurements. The evaluation of micro hardness in the wear track is illustrated in Fig.6.

3.3. The coercivity increase in the surface layer prior to the initial period of crack formation

As it is shown in Ref. [1], cracks can be developed in the surface layer due to work hardening. Simultaneous $H_c$ increase can be detected in the cross section of the sample, depending on the rate of degradation. Again, the work hardening can also be supported by hardness measurements, which was also performed on the cross-sectional area of the sample. Visible structural change can also be detected in the vicinity of the surface along the rolling track. In the surface layer a simultaneous increase in static coercive force also can be seen (see Fig. 7).

Fig. 8 shows, that simultaneously with increasing $H_c$ and microhardness values (Fig. 7), there is a negative $S(\Delta T)$ shift in the thermopower.

Here the dislocation pile up is the dominant mechanism being responsible for the $S(\Delta T)$ change in this case. This fact is supported by the microhardness measurements. The evaluation of micro hardness in the wear track is illustrated in Fig.6.
SUMMARY

1. Simultaneous changes in microhardness, thermopower, as well as in coercivity were observed in the surface layer of carbon steel samples being previously subjected to rolling or sliding.

2. The observed changes are the consequence of increasing work -which was already developed in the period of plastic flow- and quench hardening.

3. In this level of “work hardening” crack formation cannot be detected in the samples, consequently a very early state of crack formation can be predicted by the outlined thermopower measurement.
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